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Annex X

Guidelines for graphical development

In the graphical development of the requested services at point 3.3 of the Specifications, the
contractor should take into account the following guidelines.

TYPOGRAPHY

As far as the typography is concerned, the choice will be made by the HEH under the contractor
recommendation. The suggestions must include:

A font family in line with the strategy and HEH values;

A selection of possible font-types preferably gratis or open font.

The proposed fonts should be in their majority covered by a public license allowing the commercial
use of the font (including among all options also desktop use, font-face embedding, e-books, pdf and
applications) and for which the use must not require any payment against the license.

If the contractor decides to include in the proposals also font-types subject to a licence not free of
use, the condition of use and financial details must be presented to the European Parliament in
order to assess any legal and contractual constrains.

VISUAL

Usage guidelines must be produced listing all necessary technical specifications and rules of correct
usage:

 Graphic element proportions;

 Colour versions: 1 colour, 2 colours (positive and negative), CMYK (positive and negative),
RGB (positive and negative), black, white;

 Measurements, minimum size, scaling minimum size, 1/2 colour minimum size, web
minimum size;

 Graphic element usage for background (example to be provided);

 Graphic element positioning/placement;

 Graphic element adaptations for screen/TV, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn (example to be
provided);

 Correct use with the EP visual identity/logo;

 Web address signature (example to be provided);



 Imagery/style guidelines enabling the correct use of the style/layout/images on all kind of
supports;

 Graphic elements DON'Ts (incorrect usage with examples)

This visual style should be applied throughout the opening programme: to all range of
communication materials.


